At Robert Morris University Springfield, our coaching staff recognizes the physical, emotional, and mental demands that exist at any elevated level of play. Our players are introduced to a proven process of Player Development structured to identify and target areas of player vulnerabilities preparing and challenging them for the discipline necessary to overcome and strengthen their overall approach to the game.

Our goal is to establish a family-oriented environment by emphasizing collaboration, compassion, and community. We believe that this is crucial to creating a positive, motivational environment for players to push each other in a way that will make them better people.

Overall, our focus is to prepare our student-athletes for progressive levels of collegiate competition. Team practices and individual development sessions often take place at the Hitting Center, a 12,000 square foot indoor facility that includes functional areas for infield practice, pitching lanes, and both automated and instructional batting cages. Utilizing the state-of-the-art HitTrax and Allstar Ace 5000 video pitching systems, which are often only available to high level NCAA programs, allows our coaches and players the vital analytics and video feedback to challenge and further develop their softball skills.

Head Coach: Alexa McCloughry
Email: amcloughry@robertmorris.edu
Phone: 815-679-7696
Our Springfield campus offers you not only an incredible price, but also a rich educational value. Our practical and experiential education prepares you for real-world success. You'll feel at home with professors and staff who will become your mentors and advocates to encourage you and enable you to excel. With their support, your undergraduate experience will be personal and tailored to you.

Our programs:

Business Management
You'll master all key components and aspects of the modern business world both inside and outside the classroom by supplementing your studies with applied experience through group projects and internships.

Students have the opportunity to obtain both their bachelor's and their master's degrees simultaneously to save time and money through RMU's dual degree program.

Career Opportunities

- Financial Consultant
- Marketing Manager
- International Business Manager
- Law Clerk Assistant
- Comptroller
- Loan Administrator
- Administrative
- Service Manager
- Store Manager
- Business Systems Analyst
- Personal Banker
- Human Resource Manager
- Management Analyst
- Assistant Administrator
- Executive Assistant

Health & Wellness
The Health and Wellness concentration at RMU gives students a firm foundation in basic and health-related sciences. In addition, the diversified curriculum is flexible, and students are able to select from various health, nutrition, sport and fitness specialization areas. As a result, students will be equipped to develop, implement and manage wellness, health, fitness and sports programs and initiatives in a variety of sectors. The multidisciplinary approach of the program combines the strengths of traditional exercise science and health science curricula and enhances the content with business management classes and lab experiences. Advanced internships round out the education and provide valuable real world experience.